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Economic Horizon
FEDERAL BUDGET & FINANCE BILL 2016-17
Grave concerns expressed over discretionary powers, enhancement of taxes

Siraj Teli for collective efforts for dealing with budget anomalies

TALK OF
THE MONTH

Dear Members
It was undoubtedly a very crucial month
for the Business and Industrial
community of not just Karachi city but
also the entire country as the Federal
Budget for fiscal year 2016-17 was
unveiled, which was followed by
ratification of the Finance Bill 2016-17.
In my view, this year’s budget has
disappointed the business and industrial
community as, despite assurances given
during meetings at the office of Federal
Board of Revenue in Islamabad, it seems
that many of our recommendations have
not been included in the federal budget.

Chairman Businessmen Group (BMG) and
Former President of the Karachi Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (KCCI) Siraj Kassam
Teli, while expressing serious dismay over the
announcements made in Federal Budget 201617, underscored the need to make collective
efforts to get numerous budget anomalies
removed, particularly those pertaining to further
overburdening the existing taxpayers by
imposing new taxes, enhancing the existing tax
rates and granting more discretionary powers to
FBR.
Speaking at a post-budget meeting held at KCCI
to review the impact of many anti-business and
harsh decisions taken in the Federal Budget,
BMG Chairman pointed out that the last three
budgets announced by the government already
granted massive discretionary powers which
created immense problems for the Business and
Industrial Community of Karachi. “This year’s
budget is worst as compared to what we have
seen during the last three budgets. It has been
prepared to largely please the feudal lords only
as announced by Mr. Ishaq Dar himself during
the budget speech whereas no pro-business
announcement or relief has been provided to
revive the economic activities and provide a level
playing field”, he added.
Vice Chairman BMG & Former President KCCI
Haroon Farooki, President KCCI Younus
Muhammad Bashir, Senior Vice President KCCI
Zia Ahmed Khan, Vice President KCCI
Muhammad Naeem Sharif, Former Presidents
KCCI AQ Khalil, Haroon Agar, Abdullah Zaki,

Iftikhar Ahmed Vohra, Former SVP and Chairman
of KCCI’s Special Committee for Budget
Proposals Muhammad Ibrahim Kasumbi and
KCCI Managing Committee members were
present at the meeting.
The meeting participants pointed out that the
federal budget and Finance Bill 2016-17, have
entirely focused on Tariff and Tax concessions
granted to Feudal Lords and Land Gentry. Thus,
they feared that the loss of revenue was likely to
be recovered from the Industry and Trade based
in urban areas through additional taxation
measures amounting to Rs204 billion.
They said that the recently announced budget
has not focused on dealing with falling exports.
Pakistan needs to expand export markets in
regional countries, particularly with countries
with whom FTAs (Free Trade Agreements) and
PTAs (Preferential Trade Agreements) are inked.
The meeting participants further expressed deep
concerns over government’s attitude towards
KCCI’s Proposals as many of these proposals
were ignored despite assurances given by the
decision makers at numerous meetings held at
FBR prior to the Budget.
Terming Finance Minister’s budget speech as
“Election Speech”, they said that it was clearly an
attempt to capture the vote bank of land gentry.
They said that no effort is seen to broaden the
tax base and the existing tax payers were being
further taxed to bring more revenues. Moreover,
there was no effort to include the income from

agriculture in the definition of incomes which are
to be taxed.
According to meeting participants, the concept of
taxing the Non-Filers is faulty and must be
protested. It was a matter of serious concern that
out of a total population of 180 million, only
about 1.1 Million are Tax Filers which clearly
indicate the shortcomings of FBR to bring the
prospective Tax Payers into the Tax Net and the
consequences of such shortcomings are being
transferred to the entire Nation.
Contrary to KCCI’s proposals, all discretionary
powers of the FBR and IR officers have been
retained and kept intact which is a major
deterrent to broadening of tax base and
harassment of taxpayers, they added.
They said that it was a matter of grave concern
that FBR has once again heavily relied on Indirect
Taxes including Customs Duties, Sales Tax, FED
on beverages and cigarettes, and Withholding
Income Tax while no road map has been provided
for Economic Growth and diversion of Capital
from Real Estate to the Industry and Trade.
BMG Leadership and KCCI Office Bearers
strongly believe that by way of reduction in Slabs
of Customs Duty, a new Pandora box has been
opened. The changes in Slabs has put many
industrial raw materials and commodities under
higher slabs of customs duty with an intention to
increase revenue by Rs204 billion.

Continued to page 18

It is a matter of grave concerns that
instead of facilitating the business and
industrial community with a view to
revive the economic activities, the
government has once again taken some
serious anti-business and anti-people
steps in this year’s budget.
I believe that the decisions to raise the
existing taxes, implement new taxes and
grant more discretionary powers
through Finance Bill would not only
intensify the problems for the Business
Community but these anti-people moves
will result in further triggering the
inflation and worsen common man’s life.
The Karachi Chamber, in its federal
budget proposals, gave invaluable
suggestions for the revival of economic
activities which included numerous probusiness steps for creating an enabling
business environment but, unfortunately,
most of these recommendations were
totally ignored in this year’s budget.
Businessmen Group’s Chairman and
Former President KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli
rightly termed this year’s budget as the
worst-ever budget which has been
designed to please feudal lords only
whereas it carries nothing for common
man.
It is a matter of grave concern that the
last three budgets announced by the
government already granted massive
discretionary powers which created

Continued to page 18
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Murad Ali Shah assures to resolve SRB issues, incorporate KCCI’s budget proposals
No notices to be issued to indenters unless SST issue amicably resolved, assures Finance Minister
Sindh Minister for Finance, Energy, Planning & Development
(P&D) and Irrigation Syed Murad Ali Shah, after thoroughly
listening to Karachi Chamber’s concerns and its suggestions, said
that two separate meetings will be held next week to thoroughly
discuss KCCI’s budget proposals and to redress the problems
being faced by Business and Industrial community in dealing with
Sindh Revenue Board (SRB).
Exchanging views during his visit to the Karachi Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (KCCI), the Minister added that most of
the issues raised in today’s meeting were pertaining to SRB which
will be discussed in detail at SRB’s Office whereas KCCI’s
suggestions for budget will also be deliberated in a separate
meeting next week with a view to reach consensus over
suggestions and accordingly, incorporate the same in the
forthcoming budget.
Sindh Minister for Local Government Jam Khan Shoro, Secretary
Finance Sohail Rajput, Chairman Sindh Revenue Board Tashfeen
Khalid Niaz, Chairman Businessmen Group & Former President
KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli, Vice Chairmen BMG and Former
Presidents KCCI Tahir Khaliq, Zubair Motiwala and Haroon
Farooki, President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir, Senior Vice
President KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan, Vice President KCCI Naeem
Sharif, Former President KCCI AQ Khalil and KCCI Managing
Committee members were present on the occasion.
Expressing dismay over the attitude of Federal government, he
said that this was not a business friendly government but they will
now have to change and have to focus on Sindh. Unfortunately
they were not doing it, which has resulted in intensifying the
problems for Sindh government. “If Sindh government comes out
to protest against federal government’s approach, will you
(Business community of Karachi) support us”, he asked.
BMG Chairman Siraj Kassam Teli, while immediately agreeing to
Murad Ali Shah’s opinion about Federal Government, assured that
he will surely accompany the Minister in any press conference to
be held in connection with protesting the approach of federal
government.
Responding to the grievances being faced by indenters due to
SRB notices, the Minister assured that no notices will be issued
until the issue of Services Sales Tax on indenters is amicably
resolved.
Speaking on the occasion, Sindh Minister for Local Government
Jam Khan Shoro informed that some of the mega projects at an
estimated cost of Rs10 billion will be initiated for development of
road infrastructure of Karachi which include expansion of
Shahrah-e-Faisal, remodeling of underpasses, construction of
roads and flyovers at University Road and many similar projects
in different localities.
Speaking on the occasion, Chairman Businessmen Group &
Former President KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli said that people of
Karachi have been facing the step motherly attitude from the
federal government. It was a matter of grave concern that the

present government, during the last three budgets, has granted
discretionary powers by cut-pasting the controversial excise laws.
He said that nobody at the Assembly accepts the massive revenue
contribution of 65 percent by Karachi city and keep giving
excuses that the enormous contribution by Karachi was probably
due to ports which was not factual. “It is a matter of grave
concern that nobody at the National Assembly bothers to
highlight the thefts and wrongdoing going on at the dry ports”, he
added.
He said that FBR has ruined the business climate of Karachi and it
was very disappointing that the federal government was more
focused on Lahore and less on Karachi. “We don’t know to whom
we take our case to as the federal government has been creating
problems through the FBR and now, the PPP government has
also started doing the same by sending SRB notices”, he added.
“We will only support SRB if it takes the right move but will surely
oppose them if they take wrong moves”, he added.
Siraj Teli said that SRB has the right to collect taxes but the
procedure needs to be reviewed and they must revisit the way
they deal with business and industrial community and strictly
avoid arm-twisting tactics.
He urged the Finance Minister to give an exact deadline for
resolving the issues faced by the business and industrial
community in dealing with SRB.
On the occasion, Chairman SRB Tashfeen Khalid Niaz, while
terming an FBR letter containing clarification of Services Sector
as ‘illegal’, said that this letter was unacceptable for him.
Vice Chairmen BMG and Former President KCCI Zubair Motiwala
stated that Sindh province was blessed with abundant natural
resources and it was capable enough to become the power house
for the entire country due to massive coal reserves, efficient wind
tunnels, ports and enormous gas reserves etc.

Referring to imposition of GIDC, he said that the business and
industrial community was compelled to pay this unjust cess
which must be waived in the larger interest of the country
because of the fact that the imposition of GIDC has resulted in
descending Pakistan’s exports by US$2.5 billion.
Vice Chairman BMG and Former President KCCI Haroon Farooki
underscored that the FBR and SRB must sit together to clarify and
agree upon a proper definition of Services Sector. He said that
FBR gives a different definition while the SRB gives another which
has triggered confusion amongst business community.
He also sought Minister’s assistance in dealing with the
harassment being caused to Business and Industrial Community
by Electric Inspectors who harass the businessmen and
industrialists with a view to gain financial benefit.
Earlier, while welcoming the Sindh Ministers, President KCCI
Younus Muhammad Bashir said that Karachi contributes around
65 percent revenue to the national exchequer whereas other cities
simply don’t want to pay taxes. Instead of taking action against
tax evaders, the government continues to squeeze the business
and industrial community of Karachi city only.
He was of the view that gas, electricity and water crisis along with
dilapidated infrastructure have resulted in raising the cost of
doing business and constrained the industrialists to keep their
activities limited, resulting in rising poverty and unemployment in
Sindh.
Former President KCCI AQ Khalil, in his remarks, urged the
government that instead of overburdening the existing taxpayers,
the government should seriously focus taxing the agriculture
sector at par with other sectors.
He said that the income of indenters of the import business,
should not be subjected to additional tax of 14 percent Services
Sales Tax (SST) which should be withdrawn in this year’s budget.
“There is also a need to rationalize and harmonize provincial taxes
in order to make businesses competitive”, he added.

Sindh unveils Rs869.12 billion budget with 50,000 new jobs
The Sindh government recently presented the provincial budget
for fiscal year 2016-2017 with a total outlay of Rs869.12 billion.
The new budget translates into a rise of around 15 per cent
compared to fiscal year 2015-16.

A special package of Rs10bn has been set aside for Karachi in
next year's budgetary proposal. Karachi will get 100MW from
Nooriabad power plant with public-private partnership Rs13
billion.

Presenting the budget in the Sindh Assembly, Finance Minister
Syed Murad Ali Shah announced 11% increase in education
allocating biggest amount of Rs150bn while Rs55bn has been set
aside for health.

Syed Murad Ali Shah announced 50,000 new jobs mainly in
education and home departments. 10 thousands new policemen
and women will be appointed in Sindh.

He complained that federal government still has not given Rs. 112
billion to Sindh during outgoing fiscal year as announced by the
federal finance minister Ishaq Dar.
Budget for aid of minorities has been increased by 200%. The
combined budget for Sindh Home Department and the police has
been suggested to be Rs70bn.

Sindh Finance Minister revealed that federal government took 3
years to approve sovereign guarantee for Thar coal project. Sindh
government has increased development budget by Rs50 billion.
10% increase in salaries and ad hoc allowances has been merged
into basic pay.
1500 agricultural equipment will be distributed among the farmers
at half price. Nawabshah and Sanghar road will be constructed
with Rs2.9 billion.

The provincial government will spend 36% of its annual budget on
development sector. The estimated deficit in the provincial budget
for upcoming financial year would be between Rs14 billion.

The Finance Minister also announced increase SIUT grant from
Rs3 to 4 billion.

Murad Ali Shah said, in his budget speech, that total revenue
expenditure is estimated to grow by 1.8 percent to Rs572.76
billion in 2016-17.

Provincial budget focuses on revenue generation, employment
generation, agriculture development and development of rural as
well as urban areas.
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Mini Pakistan to be established at Quaid’s mausoleum: Irfan Siddiqui
Advisor to Prime Minister for National History and Literary
Heritage, Irfan Siddiqui has informed that the government has
decided to establish a ‘Mini Pakistan’ miniature park at the
mausoleum of Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah at an
estimated cost of Rs1.5 billion which will display replicas of
famous sites, rivers, mountains, lakes, and dams across Pakistan.
Talking to KCCI Office Bearers and Managing Committee members
during his visit to the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(KCCI), the Advisor added that the idea of setting up Mini Pakistan
has been adopted keeping in view the miniature park titled ‘Mini
Europe’ in Belgium, which displays replicas of the best
monuments and sites of Europe.
President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir, Vice President KCCI
Muhammad Naeem Sharif, Former President KCCI AQ Khalil and
KCCI Managing Committee members were also present at the
meeting.
Irfan Siddiqui said that numerous beautification projects of
Quaid’s mausoleum have already been approved by the Prime
Minister and work of these projects will start soon whereas some
projects were pending due to lack of resources. Seeking
contribution from the business community, he urged that the
business community of Karachi to come forward and contribute
for this cause. “It is very important for all of us to remember the
sacrifices made by our ancestors and we must preserve what we
have for our future generations. We must keep it in mind that
Quaid Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah not only changed the history
but also the geography of this region”, he added.
Referring to wide criticism and arguments in the media, he said
that besides criticism and arguments, the media must also focus
on promoting the positive aspects of Pakistan as negativity all the
time triggers anxiety, uncertainty and hopelessness amongst the
masses, particularly amongst our youth which should not be
happening.
Irfan Siddiqui further said, “Karachi is the face of Pakistan which
is not just known for its revenue contribution of 60 to 70 percent
but this city is our identity, pride and honor.”
He recalled that just a couple of days prior to taking oath as Prime
Minister, Mian Nawaz Sharif summoned an important meeting in
which he disclosed some of his top priorities which were to

eradicate terrorism, improve law and order situation of Karachi,
rectify Balochistan, overcome energy crisis and develop the
infrastructure of Pakistan.
Terrorism and lawlessness in Karachi were the foremost priorities
of the government as these two things were terribly destroying the
industries and other business activities. “Peace, security and
stability are the basic elements for business community and the
same have been ensured now, thanks to the efforts made under
Karachi Operation. Many businessmen and industrialists who fled
from this city due to security concerns, are now returning and
willing to reestablish their businesses in Karachi which is a
testimony of present government’s success”, he added.
He was of the opinion that the country was likely to witness more
improvements and prosperity in the days to come while the
fruitfulness achieved will not just be limited to some families only
but will surely reach out to every individual.
Irfan Siddiqui further admitted that the business and industrial
community of Karachi has been playing a commendable role in
the economic development of Pakistan as despite so many odds,
they have remained very resilient by continuing their businesses
here and it was also very heartening to note that KCCI has also

been effectively responding to numerous incidents and natural
calamities suffered by the country.
Referring to concerns expressed by President KCCI, the Advisor
assured that all issues highlighted at the meeting will be brought
into the notice of Prime Minister and efforts will be made as far as
possible to resolve the same in order to create an enabling
environment for business and industrial community.
Earlier, while welcoming the Advisor, President KCCI Younus
Muhammad Bashir urged the federal government to pay special
attention to Karachi city which was constantly being ignored
despite the fact that this city has continued to contribute massively
to the national kitty.
“It is high time that Karachi must get its due share and the federal
government must give special attention to Karachi city
deteriorating infrastructure”, he added.
He was of the opinion that the Karachi city, besides infrastructure
problems, also faces severe water, electricity and gas crisis. The
shortage of these basic inputs have terribly affected the
performance of many industrial reason and this must be one of the
key reasons for the depressed performance of Pakistan’s exports,
he added.

Pakistan to be among 5 growing economies in 2018, claims Ahsan
Federal Minister for Planning, Development and Reform Ahsan
Iqbal has claimed that Pakistan would be among the top five fast
growing economies of the world in 2018 by maintaining the
current growth momentum.
The economy of the country has resurged by moving on positive
growth trajectory for the last three years due to indigenous
factors.
The international community is reposing confidence in Pakistan,
which is presently in the top eight fast economies of the world.
Federal Minister Ahsan Iqbal expressed these views while
speaking at the seminar on Saemaul Undong (New Village
Movement) and its lessons for escape from Rural Poverty in
Pakistan” at Pir Mehr Ali Shah Arid Agriculture University
Rawalpindi (PMAS-AAUR).
On the occasion, Ambassador of Republic of Korea (South Korea)
Song Jong Hwan, PMAS-AAUR Vice Chancellor Prof Dr Rai Niaz
Ahmad, faculty members and a large number of students were
also present.
The federal minister along with Korean Ambassador and VC also
inaugurated ‘Semaual Undong Chair’ at Pak-Korea Capacity
Building Center for Livestock and Agriculture at varsity.
The minister said that Saemual Undong movement in South Korea
transformed its rural economy and Pakistan could learn lessons
from it to boost up its own rural economy.
The country has huge rural population and needs to develop its
rural areas to bring them at par with the urban centers of the
country.

He said that creation of employment opportunities and provision
of basic facilities in the rural areas is also priority of the
government to check the population movement to urban areas.
“Pakistan needs inclusive development rather than creating
islands of prosperity, we want an ocean of prosperity which
touches all regions and groups,” he said.
Ahsan Iqbal said that present government is embarked upon
implementation of its Vision-2025 to ensure sustainable and
inclusive development.
Ahsan Iqbal also highlighted historical growth and development
patterns in the country and pointed out that they proved shortlived because of exogenous factors that drove the growth after
country entered into geo-strategic alliances.
“Now the present government has devised the economic agenda,
which is based on indigenous reform agenda and drivers of
growth,” he added.
Today Pakistan needs positivity and self-belief to continue build on
the growth momentum Pakistan achieved in last three years, he
emphasized and added that Pakistan of 2016 is much better than
of 2013 after witnessing significant improvement in economy,
energy and security situation.
“This turnaround should be reflected in our national psyche. We
shouldn’t let cynics confuse us who always see glass half empty,”
he stressed.
Ahsan Iqbal impressed upon the youth to ignore voices of

despondency by believing in the success of Pakistan and
developing an approach to see the glass half full.
He said that South Korean’s Samueal Un Dong Movement provides
the guidelines how positivity and self-belief can make the wonders
in a nation’s life.
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UK signs agreement to support new Motorway construction
The United Kingdom’s Department for International Development
(DFID) signed an agreement with the Government of Pakistan for
a $34 million grant to build the remaining 64-kilometre section of
the motorway (M-4) connecting Shorkot and Khanewal in Punjab
province.
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) will administer the UK’s $34
million grant and the additional $100 million loan by the Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB).
The agreement was signed between Pakistan’s Secretary for
Economic Affairs Tariq Bajwa and ADB Country Director for
Pakistan Werner E. Liepach, in a ceremony attended by Finance
Minister Senator Mohammad Ishaq Dar, ADB Vice President
Wencai Zhang and the Head of UK’s Department for International
Development (DFID) Joanna Reid.
Speaking at the signing ceremony, the Head of UK’s Department
for International Development (DFID) Joanna Reid said, “DFID and
ADB are supporting the government of Pakistan to create regional
connectivity, economic growth and stability in Pakistan. The
agreement signed today is an important step in this direction.
“The UK’s collaboration will support Pakistan to improve road
safety and to create an environment that will transform roads into
economic corridors. This partnership will not only help Pakistan
promote and expand trade with regional partners, but also to
create more jobs and sustainable livelihoods.

“This partnership is a unique moment, as this will be one of the
very first AIIB investments as a new institution. The UK is
supporting the Government of Pakistan three times over through
this project – as an investor in the ADB, as an investor in the AIIB
and through a grant directly from DFID.”
ADB will administer both the DFID grant and the AIIB loan to
assist Pakistan to upgrade key sections of primary north-south

highways and motorways through its transport sector projects.
This project is part of a 1,800 kilometres Central Asia Regional
Economic Cooperation (CAREC) transport corridor.
Once completed, the transport project will help substantially cut
travel time between Karachi and Peshawar and link up Pakistan
with the Central Asian countries boosting regional trade and
commerce.

PEBS ADD
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KCCI optimistic about amicable resolution of EOBI’s outstanding dues’ issue
- Advises industrialists to submit dues from April 2016 onward to avoid legal action
The leadership of Businessmen Group & Office Bearers of the
Karachi Chamber have said that KCCI has been in constant touch
with the concerned authority to resolve the issue pertaining to
EOBI’s abrupt demand to submit outstanding dues of the past
three years at revised rate which will hopefully be resolved as per
aspirations of the business and industrial community.
Meanwhile, Chairman Businessmen Group & Former President
KCCI Siraj Kassam Teli, Vice Chairmen BMG and Former
Presidents KCCI Tahir Khaliq, Zubair Motiwala, Haroon Farooki
and Anjum Nisar, President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir,
Senior Vice President KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan, and Vice President
KCCI Muhammad Naeem Sharif have advised the business and
industrial community, instead of going into further litigations, they
should start paying their outstanding dues from April 2016
onwards at revised rates with a view to avoid further
complications and legal actions and to safeguard the interest of
workers.
Expressing optimism, they said that the so far progress and
discussions with relevant authority indicate that the issue is likely
to be taken up at the next Board meeting of EOBI, followed by
appropriate recommendations to the Ministry of Overseas
Pakistanis & Human Resource Development / Federal Government
which is empowered to take the decision on relinquishing EOBI’s
demand to submit outstanding dues of last three years at revised
rates. It is hoped that with collaborative effort, the issue will be
resolved soon.
BMG leadership and KCCI Office Bearers mentioned that the
Karachi Chamber wrote a letter to Chairman EOBI Muhammad

Sualeh Faruqui last month in which the Chamber expressed deep
concern over abrupt increase in employers’ share of contribution
in EOBI for social insurance and the unjust notices to industries,
asking them to also submit outstanding dues of the last three
years.
They believed that the decision to raise contribution, followed by
unjust demand to submit dues of the last three years was
practically impossible for industrialists who have already been
facing immense hardships because of high cost of doing business
and struggling really hard to stay afloat.
Referring to EOBI notices, they said that both the employers' and
employees' share of contribution will now be calculated on the
basis of revised minimum wages i.e. Rs. 13,000/- as amended
through the minimum wages for unskilled workers Act 2016,
which means that the total employers' share of contribution
including employees' share of contribution has almost doubled as
it has been raised from Rs480 to Rs780.
“Even if EOBI feels it necessary to revise contribution ratio, the
Institution should implement it from April 2016 onwards. The
Trade and Industry is ready to contribute at the rate of Rs13,000
but it should be collected from current month as collection of
outstanding dues, apart from being un-practicable, will put an
extra-burden on the industry, which has already been facing
liquidity crunch due to multiple reasons”, they added.
BMG leadership and KCCI Office Bearers further pointed out that
under EOBI’s Rules, a contribution equal to 5 percent of minimum
wages has to be paid by the Employers of all the Industrial and

Commercial Organizations
while a contribution of 1
percent of minimum
wages by the employees
of the said Organizations
has to be submitted which
is an issue because of the
fact that during the past
three
years,
many
employees have either
retired or resigned from
the
registered
units/
organizations, making it
impossible to recover this
1 percent from such
employees who are no more part of the organization and even the
existing employees will also be overburdened due to upward
revision of rate.

EOBI

To amicably resolve this issue, they advised EOBI to immediately
stop any coercive action and withdraw notices pertaining to
payment of outstanding dues of the last three years and notify
implementation of revised rate from current month i.e. April 2016
and not from previous years.
They requested the Ministry of Overseas Pakistanis & Human
Resource Development to revisit the issue in consultation with
stakeholders and appropriate directives should be issued in
shortest possible time to avoid any further unrest amongst the
trade and industry.

Chairman Businessmen Group & Former President Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry Siraj Kassam Teli speaking at a Post-Budget Meeting held at KCCI to discuss
budget anomalies.
Vice Chairman BMG & Former President KCCI Haroon Farooki, President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir, Senior Vice President KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan, Former Presidents
KCCI AQ Khalil, Abdullah Zaki and Iftikhar Ahmed Vohra along with KCCI Managing Committee members are also seen in the picture.
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Federal Budget 2016-17
A Pro-Agri Budget
The Federal Budget for Fiscal Year 2016-17, announced on Jun. 3rd, 2016, has been
approved by the National Assembly on Jun 22nd, 2016 with some amendments but
having the agriculture sector as the main beneficiary. It provided a very lucrative
package to the agriculture sector (livestock, poultry and fisheries) basing the reason
on negative growth in agriculture sector.
To the dismay of the business and industrial community, the government yet again
resorted to tax the already taxed business and industrial community. Although, the
decision to make the five export oriented sectors namely textile, leather, sports goods,
surgical goods and carpets as zero-rated under the tax regime; came as a breather for
these five sectors of business. The zero-rating facility was announced to be available
on purchase of raw materials, intermediate goods and the purchase of energy i.e.
electricity, gas, furnace oil and coal.

On the flip side, in order to generate revenue to meet the optimistic revenue collection
target which is higher by 16% as compared to last year, the government imposed
many new taxes which would burden the already taxed business and industrial and the
general public. While the measures to broaden the tax net were not given much heed
in the budget other than enhancing the tax rates for non-filers. In order to encourage
filing of Income Tax returns, it is proposed that an advance tax at 3% of turnover of
non-filer service providers be collected by provincial ST authorities along with their
sales tax returns.
New taxes have been imposed on cement, cigarettes, mobile phone sets, aerated
water, poultry feed ingredients and marble industry.
For FY17, the FBR tax collection target has been set at PKR 3.6 trillion which was
targeted at PKR 3.1 trillion for FY16. The tax collection target of PKR 3.1 trillion is
expected to be achieved in FY16 which would take the tax to GDP ratio to 10.5%. The
tax collections of PKR 2.35 trillion has already been made during 10MFY16 as against
PKR 1.97 trillion during 10MFY15 showing a growth of 19%.
During the outgoing year FY16, the fiscal deficit remained at 3.8% of GDP, contributed
by the enhancement in overall revenues. The remittances also showed growth from $
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The much needed demand of refund claims, which when unmet creates intense
liquidity crunch, is only temporarily resolved by announcing that all the pending sales
tax refunds till 30th April whose RPOs have been approved, will be paid by 31st
August 2016. While no continuing solution for refund claims was considered in the
budget which would have provided certainty of availability of funds to run their
businesses.
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Terming budget FY17 as “Pro Agri Budget” would not be wrong since all out support
has been provided to this sector alone as the negative growth in agriculture sector has
been observed; owing to the loss in cotton production by 28%. The incentives being
given to the agriculture sector in the budget include; reduction in the price of urea
from PKR 1,800 to PKR 1,400, decline in DAP prices to PKR 2,500 per bag from
earlier PKR 2,800 per bag; increasing the volume of agricultural credit to PKR 700
billion from earlier PKR 600 billion, reduction in the mark – up rates on agricultural
credit by 2%, enhancement in credit guarantee scheme up to 50%, providing
concessional electricity tariff rates of PKR 5.35/unit from earlier PKR 8.85/unit for
agriculture tube-wells and drop in the customs duty rates of dairy, livestock, poultry
and fish farming.
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Although, the economy did better in the Fiscal Year 2015-16 where growth rate of
4.7% was achieved, that has been highest in the span of eight years. The growth rate
is still not very impressive when taken in relation to the regional growth. The GDP
growth target for FY17 has been set at 5.7% which will be challenging to achieve
unless investments and exports are revived. Other than agriculture sector which
depicted a negative growth of 0.19%, both industry (6.80%) and services (5.71%)
sectors’ have outperformed growth. The average inflation has also been curtailed to
2.82% during 11MFY16 which is historic low in the decades where the target for
inflation was set 6% for FY16 and maintained at this rate for FY17 as well.
Incentives offered to Agriculture Sector in Budget Fy17

Budgetary Figures in Fiscal Year 2016-17
(PKR in Billion)
Revenue
Tax revenue
Non-tax revenue
Gross revenue receipts
Less: Prov. share in Federal taxes
Net revenue receipts
Expenditure
- Current expenditure
- Development expenditure

16.90 billion in 11MFY15 to $ 17.84 billion in 11MFY16. However lackluster growth in
exports remained the major setback during Fiscal Year 2015-16 which remained at $
19.15 billion during 11MFY16 as against exports of $ 21.86 billion during 11MFY15
depicting a decline of 12.4%.

Services
GDP
Source: KCCI Research, MoF

The cumulative subsidy provided on DAP and urea fertilizer would cost around PKR
40Bn. Earlier, Kissan package of PKR 341Bn was also introduced in the mid of Fiscal
Year 2015-16 in order to secure agriculture sector from vulnerabilities. As agriculture
sector has attracted number of incentives in the wake of low cotton production,
however, these have been provided at the expense of further taxing the industrial and
business sectors and adding many indirect taxes. The business and industrial sector
despite being the largest contributor to the national exchequer were not provided with
any near matching benefits in the new budget while agriculture continue to remain
exempted from taxes.
Following are the main highlights of the measures approved for the Budget Fy17:
Budgetary Changes in Income Tax
Distributors of FMCG: Distributors are subject to normal rate of withholding tax on
their supplies. In the budget for FY17, WHT rate has been reduced on supplies from
4% to 3% for companies and from 4.5% to 3.5% for others. However no reduction
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would be available for non-filers.
Minimum Tax: A minimum tax @ 1% of turnover has been made payable by
individuals and AOPs having turnover exceeding PKR 10 million.
Companies declaring Gross Loss are exempt from payment of Minimum Tax at the rate
of 1% of turnover. However, this exemption is not available to Individuals and AOPs.
Withholding Tax on commercial electricity bills: The adjustable Withholding Tax on
commercial electricity bills exceeding PKR 20,000/month has been increased to 12%.
No increase is however proposed on industrial and residential electricity bills.
Alternate Corporate Tax: Alternate Corporate Tax has also been made as the basis for
payment of advance tax.
Budgetary Changes in Sales Tax
Zero Rating: Textile, leather, sports goods, surgical goods and carpets have been
made zero rated.
Exclusion of second hand and worn clothing from further tax levy. Sales tax on
second hand and worn clothing is currently levied at cumulative rate of sales tax of
10% which is reduced to 8%.
Abolition of zero-rated status of milk: As milk, fat-filled milk and preparations for
infant use; currently hold zero-rating facility on supplies. The zero-rating on
preparations for infant use has been retained, while the zero rating on milk and fatfilled milk sold in retail packing has been withdrawn. The exemption on milk and fatfilled milk will remain intact.
Enhancement of rate of sales tax on certain ingredients of poultry feed
Concessionary rates of Customs Duty and sales tax on major poultry feed ingredients
like soybean meal and vitamin premixes shall remain intact. However, other
ingredients that are subject to sales tax at the rate of 5% are proposed to be subjected
to sales tax at 10%.

Cement clinkers: Customs duty of 2% was applicable on the import of cement
clinkers which has now been enhanced to 11% in order to protect local industry.
LED lights: Currently custom duty on import of parts and components are 20%. The
government has provided concession on import of parts and components used for
local manufacturing of LED lights from 20% to 5%.
Amendments incorporated in the budget Fy17
The National Assembly has approved the federal budget for fiscal year 2016-17 after
incorporating some amendments and recommendations of the Senate. Main
amendments which were considered in the Finance Act 2016 are as follows:
Aerated Water and Beverages: FED chargeable at the rate of 10.5% on aerated waters
and beverages have now been revised upwards to 11.5% through the introduction of
Finance Act 2016.
Cement Industry: The FED on cement is chargeable at PKR 1/kg from previous rate of
5%.
Sugar: After withdrawing exemptions, sales tax at the rate of 8% has been imposed on
sugar whereas previously charged FED of 8% has been abolished.
Pesticides & its ingredients: Pesticides and their active ingredients, which were
charged at 7%, has been exempted from sales tax completely.
Urea Fertilizer: The implementation of Finance Act 2016 has reduced the rate of sales
tax on urea fertilizer to 5% from earlier 17%.
Tractors: Reduction in sales tax on imported and locally-manufactured tractors has
been reduced from 10% to 5%.

FBR REVENUE AS % OF GDP
12.0%
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Cottage industry which was exempted from sales tax payment having threshold limit
of PKR 5Mn has been raised to PKR 10 million. This low turnover threshold causes
undue hardships and registration requirements for small manufactures who make
minimal contributions to revenues.
Retail sales of locally manufactured finished goods: Five export-oriented sectors are
subject to reduced rates i.e. 3% and 5% under SRO 1125(I)/2011, dated 31.12.2011.
In order to facilitate the exporters and provide for a No-Tax, No-Refund Regime, the
items as specified in the said SRO and the purchase of energy i.e. electricity, gas,
furnace oil and coal by the five export-oriented, are subject to zero-rate. The retail
sales of locally manufactured finished goods of these sectors are to be subjected to
sales tax @ 5%. The retail sales of locally manufactured finished goods of these
sectors will continue to be subjected to sales tax @ 5%.

Mobile Phones: After signing of Finance Bill, sales tax rate of PKR 500 and PKR 1000
being charged on “B” & “C” category mobile phones, have been revised upwards to
PKR 1000 and PKR 1,500 respectively.
Stationary Items: According to news sources, the Finance standing committee has
recommended to continue the zero rating of stationery items from Sales Tax under the
Fifth Schedule to The Sales Tax Act, 1990. Moreover, it has also been recommended
that the inputs of stationary items should also continue to be zero-rated from Customs
Duty by placing the items in chapter 99 of Pakistan Customs Tariff, or, in the Fifth
Schedule to the Customs Act, 1969.
The changes in the budget now stand implemented with little amendments
incorporated in the finance act with no game changer for the economy rather further
raising the cost of doing business in the country and eroding the purchasing power of
masses.

Budgetary changes in Customs Duty

Disclaimer: This report has been prepared by KCCI Research & Development Cell.

Tariff slabs: 5 tariffs slabs have remained in place during FY16, however these tariff
slabs will be reduced to 4. The new general slabs will be 3%, 11%, 16% and 20%.
From next financial year, the 2% and 5% slabs will be merged in the new slab of 3%.

The information contained herein have been compiled or arrived at based upon
information obtained from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith. Such
information has not been independently veried.

Product of: KCCI Research and Development Cell
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Chairman of KCCI’s Sub-Committee for Export, Muhammad Saleem Aziz presiding over the first meeting of his Sub-Committee at Aiwan-e-Tijarat. President KCCI Younus Muhammad Bashir is addressing the meeting
while Senior Vice President KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan, former President, A.Q. Khalil, former Vice President, Muhammad Idrees, Advisor of Sub-Committee Abdul Jabbar Dalal and others are also seen in the picture.

President of Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry Younus Muhammad Bashir receiving shield from
Central Chairman of Pakistan Yarn Merchants Association (PYMA) Muhammad Usman at a meeting held at
PYMA office. Senior Vice President KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan, Zonal Chairman PYMA Khawar Noorani and others
are also seen in the picture.

Vice President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce & Industry Muhammad Naeem Sharif speaks at the
Conclusion Session of 2nd International Summit & Awards on Environment, Health, Safety and Security as
Chief Guest.
Founder and Chief Executive of The Professionals Network Mehmood Tareen along with Ateeq ur Rehman
12also seen in the picture.
are

President of the Karachi Chamber of Commerce and Industry Younus Muhammad Bashir and
Senior Vice President KCCI Zia Ahmed Khan exchanging views Central Chairman of Pakistan
Yarn Merchants Association Muhammad Usman, Zonal Chairman PYMA Khawar Noorani and
others during a meeting held at PYMA Office.

Founder and Chief Executive of The Professionals Network Mehmood Tareen along with Ateeq ur Rehman
presenting shield to Vice President of Karachi Chamber Muhammad Naeem Sharif who attended the
conclusion session of 2nd International Summit & Awards on Environment, Health, Safety and Security as
Chief Guest.
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The 4th China
- South Asia Exposition and the 24th China
Kunming Import and Export Fair (June 12 to 17, 2016)
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Monthly News Roundup
Pakistan has pumped 77Bn cubic feet of gas into system so
far through LNG terminal
Pakistan’s first and only LNG terminal at Port Qasim has so far
re-gasified and pumped over 77 Bn cubic feet of gas (bcf) into
the national gas distribution network by converting
approximately 1.7Mn tons of LNG imported so far, said Amir
Mahmud, terminal manager of Engro Elengy Terminal Limited
(EETL).
HUBCO to set up 330MW coal power plant in Thar
Hub Power Company (Hubco) has announced that it will set up
a 330-megawatt coal-based power project in Thar at a cost of
$500Mn in partnership with other investors, subject to approval
of the Private Power and Infrastructure Board (PPIB).
WTO to help Pakistan enhance export capacity
The World Trade Organization (WTO) would help enhance
Pakistan’s export capacity through its ‘Aid for Trade’ initiative by
adding value to the products, training people and providing
support for exploring new markets, said WTO Director General
Roberto Azevedo.
SBP redefines small, medium enterprises
In a major move, the State Bank changed the definition of small
and medium enterprises, while general reserve requirement
against non-fund based small enterprises portfolio has been
abolished. The SBP issued a detailed circular to all banks and
development financial Institutions (DFIs) with amendments in
prudential regulations for small enterprises (SEs) and medium
enterprises (Mes).
FBR to launch EDI with China next month to curb underinvoicing
The Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) is set to launch electronic
data interchange (EDI) between Pakistan Customs and China
Customs next month to curb the menace of under-invoicing,
which is depriving the country from legitimate duty and taxes
worth billions of rupees.
KPT to build Elevated Expressway to connect deep water port
The Karachi Port Trust (KPT) has decided to build a 10kilometre-long Elevated Express-way at a cost of around PKR
45Bn to connect the main port with the Pakistan Deep Water
Container Port (PDWCP).The KPT has been working on various
options to provide connectivity to the country’s biggest
container terminal having a designed draft of 18 metres and
current depth of 16 metres which can accommodate mother
ships having a loaded capacity of up to 18,000TEUs (Twenty
Feet Equivalent Unit).
First phase of western route of CPEC inaugurated
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif inaugurated the first phase of the
western route of the China Pakistan Economic Corridor Project
(CPEC), Yarik DI Khan to Rehmani Khel (55 kilometers long
expressway), that would expedite pace of development in the
southern districts of Khyber Pakthunkhwa.
Gwadar free zone: grant of tax exemption approved
The Economic Co-ordination Committee of the Cabinet (ECC)
has approved the grant of Tax Exemption under Gwadar Port
Concession Agreement for Operation and Development of
Gwadar Port for a period of 23 years to those establishing
business in free zone. Giving details, sources said Ministry of
Ports and Shipping moved a summary for the ECC for allowing
current concession holder of Gwadar Port i.e. China Overseas
Ports Holding Company Limited (COPHCL) tax exemption under
the Concession Agreement (CA).
SECP reduces fee for company formation
The Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP),
with an aim to bring the non-corporate business into the
corporate fold as well to incentivize the existing companies, has
substantially decreased the fee for the formation of a company
as well for the filing of returns being charged under Sixth
Schedule to the Companies Ordinance, 1984, effective from
31st May 2016.
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Auction for 3G: setback to government as major player quits

FBR given anti-money laundering investigation powers

The govt. has suffered a setback in its efforts to generate
around PKR 42Bn of non-tax revenue from the sale of 3G
license as the leading cellular company in the country, Mobilink
has announced that it would not participate in the auction
process. The auction for Next Generation Mobile Services
(NGMS) Spectrum (3G) in the 850 MHz range is scheduled to
be held on Jun. 20, 2016 with a base price of $ 395Mn.

The government has given anti-money laundering investigation
powers to the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) Directorate
General of Intelligence and Investigation-Inland Revenue (I&IIR). In this regard, the federal government has issued a
notification to be published in the Gazzete of Pakistan.
According to the notification, "In exercise of powers conferred
by clause (I) of section 2 of the Anti-Money Laundering Act
2010 (VII of 2010), the federal government is pleased to notify
that the Directorate General of Intelligence and InvestigationInland revenue of FBR as an investigation and prosecuting
agency under the Anti-Money Laundering Act 2010.".

Telecom revenue reaches PKR 333.2Bn in nine months
The telecom sector during the first three quarters of current
fiscal year bagged some PKR 333.2Bn as revenue whereas it
had secured PKR 449.6Bn in 12 months during previous fiscal
year. Statistics about the sector in a budget document has
revealed that due to loss of millions of cellular subscribers after
Biometric Verification System (BVS), revivification process and
intense competition that forced them to lower tariffs, the
revenues of the sector reflected declining trend since last year.
Import of used cars: government decides to tighten
procedures
The govt. has decided to tighten used cars' import procedures
aimed at discouraging misuse of Commerce Ministry's schemes
by commercial importers and encouraging new investment in
auto industry. Pakistan's annual import of used cars is around
30,000 units, mainly from Japan. Three-year used cars are
imported into Pakistan through informal channels. However,
Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) earns huge revenue on illegally
imported used cars and insists on import of used cars on a
commercial basis. State Bank of Pakistan maintains that the
importers remit funds through informal channels i.e. Hawala/
Hundi to pay for the cost of vehicles which ultimately results in
a surge in smuggling of foreign currencies out of Pakistan and
diversion of inward remittances through Hawala channels which
has a negative impact on the economy.
Reform delays to dampen growth prospects: World Bank
A World Bank report on "Global Economic Prospects" has stated
that reform delays may be related to entrenched political
obstacles to privatization in Pakistan, which would compromise
future productivity and dampen growth prospects, besides
increasing fiscal pressures. The Bank has projected a 4.5% GDP
growth rate for Pakistan in 2016, 4.8% in 2017 and 5.1% in
2018. The report further says that domestic risks to growth and
fiscal positions include setbacks in reform implementation.
Eastern alignment of CPEC: CDWP clears PKR 34Bn Burhan
Havelian Expressway
The govt. has cleared the Burhan-Havelian road to complete a
missing link on the eastern alignment of CPEC at a cost of over
PKR 34Bn, while also giving the green light to a PKR 202Mn
scheme for renovating the sprawling Prime Minister’s Office.
The Central Development Working Party (CDWP) sanctioned 13
development projects worth PKR 91Bn including 7 development
projects that will be now placed before the Ecnec for final
approval.
Other countries pull out, China increases investment in
Pakistan
According to the SBP, Foreign direct investment (FDI) increased
by 10.5% in 11MFY16 on a year-on-year basis. Pakistan
received FDI of $ 1,083.6Mn in July-May, which is $ 103.3Mn
higher than the FDI received in 11MFY15. Whereas, more than
half of the total FDI that Pakistan received in 11MFY16
originated from China alone. FDI from China amounted to $
571.2Mn in the first 11 months of the fiscal year, which is up
144.2% year on year and equals 52.7% of the total FDI Pakistan
received over the same period.
FBR to begin electronic data exchange with China
FBR will implement electronic data exchange (EDE) between
Customs administration of China and Pakistan to facilitate trade
and combat commercial frauds. This bilateral initiative set to go
online in June 2016 is going to help Pakistan and China verify
the Certificates of Origin issued for claiming preferential tariff
under Pak-China Free Trade Agreement. The FBR is also trying
to expand the scope of EDE to all the traded goods to maximize
its benefits for better customs controls and enhanced trade
facilitation.

China cuts cost estimate by another $ 200Mn for Gwadar LNG
pipeline
Pakistan and the Chinese company had initialed an agreement
for building a liquefied natural gas (LNG) pipeline from Gwadar,
but the company has now lowered the contract price to $ 1.3Bn
compared to $ 1.5Bn quoted in the financial bid given to Interstate Gas Systems. For the Gwadar LNG pipeline and terminal
project, China will provide 85% of financing whereas Pakistan
will contribute the remaining 15%. The project has been sent to
the Executive Committee of National Economic Council (Ecnec)
for formal approval.
Construction of industrial free zone in Gwadar begins
Work on construction of a 10 Sq. KM industrial free zone in
Gwadar is underway. It is expected that the port city will be able
to create about 40,000 jobs. Chinese firm is spending US $ 2Bn
for construction of roads, provision of electricity, gas and water
in Gwadar Free Zone and work will be completed within the
stipulated time. Moreover, Chinese, Middle East, European and
Pakistani investors have planned to establish 300 factories to
manufacture different products in Gwadar.
ADB speaks about criticality of investment to higher growth
Visiting vice President of Asian Development Bank (ADB)
Wencai Zhang has said that Pakistan needs investment to move
on to the higher growth of 7% as at present investment as
percentage to GDP is very low. The President further stated that
investment of private sector is very critical for driver of growth
and reforms in governance, restructuring is essential to attract
investment.
Dar explains why debt is rising
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar has said that, while winding up
debate on charge expenditure, size of the external debt has
increased with a significant boost in the GDP and gross national
growth. The Minister informed that the private sector will get
around $ 35Bn in loan from China out of a total of $ 46Bn
project while the govt.'s share in it is just $ 11Bn.
MSCI emerging index adds Pakistan
Pakistan’s stock market, which has risen the most in Asia this
year, could be in for an additional boost after MSCI Inc. said it
will include the nation’s equities in its benchmark emergingmarket index for the first time since 2008.
The index provider said the MSCI Pakistan Index will be
reclassified to emerging-market status, coinciding with its May
2017 semi-annual index review. EFG Hermes said last month
that an upgrade could lure around $ 475Mn of inflows by the
middle of next year. The country’s benchmark index rallied the
most in five weeks before MSCI’s decision late June 14, 2016 in
New York.
$ 100Bn market capital: regulators eye CPEC projects listing
The $ 46Bn China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is being
eyed as a potential "game changer" for the country's booming
stocks market where 0.2% simulated weight in the MSCI
Emerging Market (MSCI-EM) index is very small thus
challenging. In this regard, the govt. would have to increase
Pakistan's weight in MSCI-EM index through adding at least $
30Bn to PSX's market capital. Furthermore, the current average
$ 110Mn daily traded value should be enhanced to $ 500Mn in
the next few years.
* Note: The above news items have been published in various
national newspapers during the period 1st May’16 to 20th
Jun’16
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MSCI includes Pakistan Stock Exchange in emerging-market index
Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI), the US equity
indices provider, recently included Pakistan Stock Exchange in its
benchmark emerging-market index that is likely to attract
multimillion dollars of portfolio investment in the Asia’s best
performing market.
“The MSCI Pakistan Index will be reclassified to emerging markets
status, coinciding with the May 2017 semi-annual index review,”
MSCI said in its annual review meeting. “PSX would be inducted
in the EM Index in June 2017.”
MSCI said the number of Pakistan’s companies would be cut
down to 27 companies, compared to 36 stocks in the frontier
market index. It will include three large capital stocks, six mid cap
and 19 small cap stocks. The free float adjusted market
capitalization would be 16 percent lower under emerging markets.
Pakistan has an average weight of 8 percent in the frontier market,
which is a strong index.
“The inclusion of Pakistan in the category of ´Emerging Market´ is
an indication of the confidence of the international institutions in
Pakistan´s economy,” Ishaq Dar Federal Finance Minister said in a
statement.
The MSCI document said Pakistan stocks will be having a
potential weight of 0.19 percent only in the emerging market,
second to the lowest 0.18 percent weight of Czech Republic.
China has the largest weight of 25.41 percent in EM Index while
India is the fourth largest heavyweight in the EM with 9.03
percent.

Pakistan’s potential large capitalization companies that would
likely be part of the list include Oil and Gas Development Company
Limited (OGDCL), Habib Bank Limited and MCB Bank Limited. Mid
cap category would be formed by United Bank Limited, moved
from large cap in FM to mid cap in the EM, Lucky Cement, Fauji
Fertilizer Company Limited, Engro Corporation, Hubco and
Pakistan State Oil.
Stocks that would form small cap in EM list include National Bank
of Pakistan, Indus Motor Company, Fatima Fertilizer, Kot Addu
Power Company, Fauji Cement, Dawood Hercules Corp, Packages,
Pakistan Oilfields, Fauji Fertilizer Bin Qasim, Searle Pakistan,
Maple Leaf Cement, Bank Al-Falah, Pak Suzuki Motor Co, Kohat
Cement, Nishat Mills, Ferozesons Laboratories, IGI Insurance, Pak
Elektron, and Millat Tractors.
According to the MSCI document, Pakistan Petroleum Limited, KElectric, PTCL and few other stocks, which are part of the FM
Index, will not be included in the EM index.
Pakistan had received emerging market status in early 90s that
continued till 2008, when stock market saw the crisis and was
shut down for some period, which resulted in heavy losses to the
foreign investors and they sold their shares in the off market with
huge discounts. This resulted in Pakistan’s expel from the EM
Index in December 2008. Later, it was included in the list of
Frontier Markets in May 2009.
Last year, UAE and Qatar stock markets were upgraded to EM
Index and they saw arrival of $400 million each in next six months
of induction.

Pakistan plans to hold trade fair in Hungary
Pakistan has planned to organize a trade exhibition and
business forum in Hungary in a bid to enhance exports to the
eastern European country.
Commerce Minister Khurram Dastgir Khan stated this in a
meeting with Hungary Ambassador Istvan Szabo in Islamabad.
He encouraged Hungarian companies to take benefit of
investment opportunities in agricultural technology, food
processing, dairy processing, infrastructure building,
renewable
energy,
information
technology,
water
management, transportation and waste management, where
investment was currently lacking.
The ambassador pointed out that since the visit of Hungary’s
minister of economic diplomacy a perception was growing in
Hungary that Pakistan’s economy had stabilized and different
countries could complement the South Asian nation’s trade
and investment potential.
He told Khan that the Hungarian Export Import Bank was open
for credit lines that would provide a crucial financing facility

for enhancing trade between the two countries.
“There is an increased interest among Pakistani businessmen
to trade with Hungary and it is reflected in the business visas
that increased 10% last year,” he said.
Hungary is opening its business office in Karachi that will be
helpful in establishing business-to-business contacts and
provide first-hand opportunities of trade and investment
arising in both countries.
Hungary is also providing 80 scholarships to Pakistan
students in order to impart technical expertise achieved by
Hungarian institutions and to link people of the two countries.
The ambassador suggested that the two sides could sign the
Economic Cooperation Agreement as the Hungarian
government had already forwarded the agreement to the
European Union for comments.
He handed over an invitation to Khan for a visit to Hungary
from Minister of State of Economic Diplomacy of the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs and Trade Levente Magyar.

CCP issues Policy Note to FBR
The Competition Commission of Pakistan (CCP) has issued a
Policy Note to the Federal Board of Revenue (FBR) to eliminate
discrimination meted out to some market players of the steel
industry by imposing different sales tax rate and has
recommended that this discrimination be removed by levying
same sales tax rate on all players.

source of electricity is discriminatory as it distorts a level playing
field, discourages new firms to enter into the market and prevents
those who intend to innovate and invest in improving the
efficiency of the production process from doing so, sets perverse
incentives, leads to market stagnation, and prevents any cost
savings from being passed on to the end consumer.

CCP took notice of a complaint filed by Madina Enterprises
Limited (Madina Steel), which is using alternative energy, and
alleged that the mechanism of charging sales tax by the Federal
Board of Revenue (FBR) was discriminatory vis-à-vis units
operating on electricity supplied by DISCOs.

Similarly, a different method of calculating sales tax on
establishments
producing
their
own
energy
from
alternative/renewable sources is against the spirit of the
Government’s Policy wherein the production of electricity through
these resources, on even a small scale, is to be encouraged by
offering incentives to the producers.

Looking into the matter the Commission sought the views of the
all stakeholders. It was found that Madina Steel was charged
General Sales Tax (GST) at 17% of ad valorem production simply
on account of producing its own electricity through the use of
renewable energy sources i.e., bagasse & rice husk, while those
units acquiring electricity from DISCOs were charged GST at PKR
9 per unit of electricity consumed.
CCP is of the view that the practice of implementing a different
rate of sales tax on the players of the same industry based on the

CCP has recommended that all units in the steel sector be charged
sales tax on the same basis rather than differentiating on the
source of power they use for production.
The Policy Note has been issued under Section 29 of the
Competition Act, 2010, which empowers CCP to review policy
frameworks to foster competition in all spheres of economic and
commercial activity and to recommend appropriate remedies to
the Federal and Provincial Governments.

CPEC is a game changer
for economy, people of
Pakistan: Senator
Mushahid
The Chairman, Parliamentary Committee on the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), Senator Mushahid
Hussain Sayed has said that the Corridor was an important
framework to further strengthen both the Federation and the
federating units of Pakistan, through connectivity and mutual
benefits.
“CPEC is a game changer and important initiative for uniting
the Federation of Pakistan by connecting the less developed
and developed areas for the shared prosperity”, he added in
an interview.
Highlighting the economic and development opportunities
along the CPEC routes, he noted that the special economic
zones, industrial parks and oil pipelines would all create
tremendous openings as well as employment opportunities for
people across the country. “We are grateful for the Chinese
leadership for promoting One Belt, One Road Vision, of which
CPEC is an important segment for the shared benefit and
prosperity in the region,” he remarked.
In his response to a question, he said that some countries
with vested interests were against this framework. However,
he also expressed a determination that the people and the
government of Pakistan would be able to counter such designs
through diplomatic means and an active involvement of the
masses. He said that the people of Pakistan were the major
stakeholder in this gigantic project and as long as there was
unity among their ranks and files, no enemy could dare to stop
this project of national importance.
Commenting on the consensus reached among the political
parties with regards to the CPEC framework, he said that
every political party was supportive of this initiative and there
was a consensus among them that this project should be
completed at any cost. “They (political parties) want shared
fruits and benefits for the less developed areas especially in
Khyber Pakhtoonkhaw and Federally Administrated Tribal
Areas (FATA) as it was their legitimate demand,” he added.
Senator Hussain also remarked that China had always played
a very positive role in maintaining peace, security and
stability in the region and beyond. He said that the CPEC was
not only a pilot project and a game changer but also a pillar of
economic growth for Pakistan as well as for the welfare of its
people, in addition to its future. The CPEC, he said, would
strengthen the regional connectivity through road, rail and
pipeline networks, further adding that Pakistan was a link
between China and rest of the region.
While felicitating the Chinese leadership and people on eve of
95th anniversary of foundation of the Communist Party of
China (CPC), he said that it was the world’s oldest and the
biggest political party, which held a leading role in the
transformation of the lives of Chinese people, besides
ensuring peace and prosperity in both China and the region
beyond. He added that under the vision of Deng Xiaoping, a
Chinese revolutionary and statesman in 1980, China had
emerged as a different developing country and it was only a
result of his reforms that there had been a transformation of
policies for good governance and prosperity of the people.
“We should learn lessons from the experience of Chinese
model to make Pakistan an economically and technologically
developed country,” he noted.
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Pakistan to get 1300MW electricity from CASA-1000 project
“Pakistan will now receive 1300 Megawatt (MW) of
electricity, instead of 1000 mw, from the Central Asian
states, under the Central Asia-South Asia 1,000 (Casa1,000) project, as Afghanistan has shown its inability
to draw its share of electricity due to lack of demand,”
Federal Minister for Water and Power Khawaja Asif
said.
He was addressing a protocol signing ceremony
between Pakistan and Tajikistan.
The Minister for Energy and Water Resources of
Tajikistan, Usmonali Usmonzoda, signed protocol on
behalf of his country, after conclusion of 5th session of
Pakistan-Tajikistan Joint Commission on trade,
economic and scientific technical cooperation.
Afghanistan, the Kyrgyz Republic, Pakistan and
Tajikistan have been pursuing the procurement of
electricity through Casa, which envisages transmitting
1300 MW power from the Kyrgyz Republic and
Tajikistan to Pakistan and Afghanistan.
Under the original plan, major share of the exported
energy was to be consumed by Pakistan and
approximately 300MW to be consumed by
Afghanistan.
The minister said that Pakistan and Tajikistan had
assured Afghanistan that it would be provided
electricity, if it needed either from Tajikistan or
Pakistan’s power generating facility.
Asif said there was a lot of trade potential between the
two countries, which needed to be exploited.
“During the dialogue, both sides agreed on 11 items to
improve bilateral relations,” he informed.
The minister said that both sides were also discussing
various options to connect the two countries through
road links.
“One option is to connect through Afghanistan; second
is to connect via Wakhan border, while passing
through a narrow strip of Afghanistan, and the third is
through Kashgar.
He said there were problems in the implementation of
the first option, while the Kashghar option was more
feasible due to China-Pak Economic Corridor (CPEC).
The Tajik minister Usmonali Usmonzoda said that
Pakistan and Tajikistan had taken lot of steps in the
energy sector during the last three years, which had
resulted in improved energy cooperation, and Casa1000 MW power illustrated this.
He said that Casa power import project was the first
among four countries, and hoped it would be
successful.
“Tajikistan has already laid transmission lines to
Afghanistan, and is supplying electricity to the
country,” Usmonali said, and added, “Tender for the
Casa project is to be launched soon, and will be
completed by 2018.”
Regarding the air link between the two countries, the
Tajik minister said that direct flights from Lahore to
Dushanbe had started, giving direct access to the
businessmen and tourists to Tajikistan.
“After signing the protocol, we will also meet next year
to review progress on the subject,” he said, and added,
“The two countries are cooperating in energy, road and
education sectors.”
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Replying to a query regarding hurdles in the transit
trade agreement due to Kabul’s insistence on including
India in it, he said, “We should use all positive
solutions.”
During the 5th Session of Pakistan–Tajikistan Joint
Commission, both sides noted with satisfaction the
progress made so far in the realization of CASA-1000
project, and also expressed the resolve to initiate work
on the project as early as possible to achieve the
desired energy supply.
They also noted their mutual interest in the export of
additional 1000 MW of electricity by Tajikistan to
Pakistan, outside the CASA-1000 framework.
They notified the technical committee members and
the first meeting of the committee is proposed to be
held as early as possible.
The committee will review the previous reports
prepared by Tajikistan side, and will develop a road
map for future activities.
Both sides also agreed on establishing joint ventures
with “Oil and Gas Development Company Limited”
(OGDCL) and “Pakistan Petroleum Limited” (PPL) on
detection and processing of oil and gas in Tajikistan on
government to government basis.
They agreed to enhance business contacts through
organizing the second meeting of Joint Business
Council on the sidelines of the Inaugural Session of
Joint Working Group on Trade, Investment and
Transport at Dushanbe in October 2016.
It was also agreed to sign an MoU between the State
Bank of Pakistan (SBP) and National Bank of Tajikistan
(NBT) on supervisory cooperation.
In this regard, SBP will share a draft MoU through
diplomatic channels within three months.
The Tajik side was apprised that their request for
accession to Quadrilateral Agreement for Traffic-inTransit (among Pakistan, China, Kazakhstan and
Kyrgyzstan), given to Pakistan, was under
consideration.
Tajikistan appreciated the initiative of Pakistan to
organize a truck caravan under the framework of
Quadrilateral Agreement, and agreed to participate in it.
Bilateral Transport Agreement will also be discussed
during the first meeting of Joint Working Group.
The Tajikistan side showed interest in setting up joint
ventures with Pakistan investors in the field of
processing of ginned cotton, wool and leather finished
products (cotton fabric, sewn and knitted products,
leather jackets, bags and shoes).
In order to effectively collaborate in agriculture, a Joint
Working Group (JWG) will be formed.
Both sides agreed to share the composition of
members of JWG through diplomatic channels.
The two sides agreed to the renewal of Agreement
between Pakistan and Tajikistan on Scientific and
Technological Cooperation signed in 1992 through
exchange of diplomatic notes.
Both sides decided to appoint Focal points to combat
the menace of drug and narcotics trafficking.
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Brazil

Brazil – a brief overview
Brazil is considered to be one of the most influential state in South America due to the economic progress made by the
country in the recent years. Owing to its mass and populations, the country is considered to be the fifth largest in the
world. Combating high levels of poverty and fueling economic growth; Brazil is emerging as a rising economic power;
having one of the largest democracies in the world. Exploiting vast natural resources and a large labor pool; the country
was the first to begin an economic recovery post economic crisis of 2008.
Economy of Brazil
The economy of Brazil is facing deep recession due to the political turmoil where decline in GDP has further deteriorated
the macroeconomic situation due to the massive drop in the state's major commodity prices i.e. iron ore and crude oil. On
account of corruption charges and political uncertainty, business and consumer confidence has badly shaken, led to
decline in domestic demand. The shrink in economy has given rise to unemployment which is expected to further rise.
Similarly, inflation is also going to enter in the target range on the backdrop of increase in administrative prices. The
recession is set to continue in the years 2016 and 2017 owing to the massive level of corruption and political rise in
government spending. Despite facing economical and political turmoil, Brazil is still an attractive market for companies like
Amazon, Ford, Monsanto, Nike and IBM.
Key Industries of Brazil
Brazil's main industires include textiles, shoes, chemicals, cement, lumber, iron ore, tin, steel, aircraft, motor vehicles and
parts, other machinery and equipment. The core agricultural products of the country are coffee, soybeans, wheat, rice,
corn, sugarcane, cocoa, citrus and beef.
Brazil's major trading commodities and partners
Major export items of Brazil are transport equipment, iron ore, soybeans, footwear, coffee, autos which it exports to China,
US, Argentina, Netherlands. Major imports are machinery, electrical and transport equipment, chemical products, oil,
automotive parts and electronics while main import partners are China, US, Argentina, Germany and South Korea.
Economic Relations between Pakistan and Brazil
Brazil is considered to be the first Latin American country to establish diplomatic relations with Pakistan in 1948 and the
first Latin American country to open an Embassy in Karachi in 1952. Similarly, Pakistan chose Brazil to open its first
Embassy in Latin America in Rio de Janeiro, in 1952. A 05 years multiple entry business visa for Pakistanis going to Brazil
was agreed on, which has definitely helped in increasing the relations between the two countries.
Brazil is the largest trade partner of Pakistan in Latin America. So far, both the countries have signed nine bilateral
agreements and many more are currently being negotiated. These include technical cooperation in agriculture, health and
education sectors, sugar cane production, sports cooperation and eradication of poverty. Brazil and Pakistan are coalition
partners in numerous multilateral negotiations, including the liberalization of international trade, negotiations on climate
change and talks on international monetary and development issues.
Bilateral Trade Relations between Pakistan and Brazil
The bilateral trade relations between Pakistan and Brazil are based on the trade of various commodities. During Fiscal Year
2014-15, the commodities exported by Pakistan to Brazil stood at $ 61.65Mn as against exports of $ 85.61Mn showing
decline of 28% in the previous year. In the Fiscal Year 2014-15, Pakistan's import from Brazil has drastically increased;
totalling at $ 141.13Mn as against the imports of $ 52.41Mn in the previous year.
Trading Commodities between Pakistan and Brazil
The commodities exported by Pakistan to Brazil include cotton cloth, footballs, complete ready made garments, knitwears,
gloves (sports), leather gloves, carpets & rugs, apparel & clothing etc. The goods imported by Paksitan from Brazil include
cotton, plastics, machinery, nuclear reactors, boilers, ships, boats, paper and paperboard.
Potential for enhancing bilateral trade relations between Brazil and Pakistan
-

Possibilities of joint ventures in various feasible sectors including halal food, information technology and poultry
exist in abundance for both the countries.

-

At present trade between the two countries is carried out via third country from Abu Dhabi or Istanbul due to no
direct flight from Pakistan.

-

Pakistan and Brazil should also rationalize trade rules and tariff to promote their bilateral trade.
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NADRA FACILITATION
CENTRE AT KCCI

National Database & Registration
Authority
(NADRA)
has
gained
international recognition for its success
in providing solutions for identification,
e-governance and secure documents
that deliver multi-pronged goals of
facilitating the public. In-depth Research
and Development efforts have enabled
NADRA to become the trailblazer in the
area of Software Integration, Data
Warehousing, Network Infrastructure
Development and Project Management.
NADRA Facilitation Centre has been
established at KCCI to facilitate the
members of the Karachi Chamber in
matters related to CNIC.
This facilitation centre is authorized for
issuing the NADRA Smart Card to the
members of the Karachi Chamber. KCCI
members can submit their NIC
application forms and collect their
NADRA Smart Cards in a hassle free
environment without standing in long
queue.
Working hours for the NADRA
facilitation centre are from 10.00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m.
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Continued from page 3

immense problems for the Business and
Industrial Community of Karachi and this
year’s budget has further worsened the
situation by granting more powers which will
be used to harass and squeeze the existing
taxpayers.
I believe that the federal budget and Finance
Bill 2016-17, have entirely focused on Tariff
and Tax concessions granted to Feudal Lords
and Land Gentry which was admitted by
Finance Minister Ishaq Dar himself while
delivering the federal budget speech. I fear
that the loss of revenue will be recovered
from the Industry and Trade based in urban
areas through additional taxation measures.
Furthermore, it is really disappointing to note that this year’s budget has not
focused on dealing with falling exports while no effort is seen to broaden the
tax base and the existing taxpayers are being further taxed to earn more
revenues. Moreover, there was no effort to include the income from agriculture
in the definition of incomes which are to be taxed.
In my view the concept of taxing the Non-Filers is faulty and must be protested.
It is a matter of serious concern that out of a total population of 180 million,
only about 1.1 Million are Tax Filers which clearly indicate the shortcomings of
FBR to bring the prospective Taxpayers into the Tax Net and the consequences
of such shortcomings are being transferred to the entire Nation. FBR has once
again heavily relied on Indirect Taxes including Customs Duties, Sales Tax, FED
on beverages and cigarettes, and Withholding Income Tax while no road map
has been provided for Economic Growth and diversion of Capital from Real
Estate to the Industry and Trade.
To deal with irregularities in this year’s budget, I would like to assure that the
Karachi Chamber will utilize all available resources and every single platform to
bring these issues and anomalies to the notice of decision makers in Islamabad
with a view to get them amicably resolved which, I believe, would not only go in

favor of the country’s economy but will also ensure an enabling business
environment.
Now I would like to inform you about a couple of important meetings held at
the Karachi Chamber. Sindh Minister for Finance, Energy, Planning &
Development (P&D) and Irrigation Syed Murad Ali Shah visited KCCI to listen to
the problems being faced by the business and industrial community of Karachi
in dealing with Sindh Revenue Board. Sindh Minister for Local Government
Jam Khan Shoro, who was also present at the meeting, announced that some
of the mega projects at an estimated cost of Rs10 billion will be initiated for
development of road infrastructure of Karachi which include expansion of
Shahrah-e-Faisal, remodeling of underpasses, construction of roads and
flyovers at University Road and many similar projects in different localities.
Let’s hope that the Sindh government pays attention to revive the infrastructure
of Karachi city which is in bad shape. We, at KCCI, are ready to extend full
support and cooperation to Sindh government in this regard.
Advisor to Prime Minister for National History and Literary Heritage, Irfan
Siddiqui, during his visit to the Karachi Chamber, informed that the government
has decided to establish a ‘Mini Pakistan’ miniature park at the mausoleum of
Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah at an estimated cost of Rs1.5 billion
which will display replicas of famous sites, rivers, mountains, lakes, and dams
across Pakistan which we warmly welcome and support as it will add more
beauty to the Quaid’s mausoleum.
Moreover, I would like to inform that I led a high-powered delegation to
participate in 4th China - South Asia Exposition and 24th China Kunming
Import and Export Fair held from June 12 to 17, 2016 in Kunming, China. KCCI
delegation comprised of diverse range of exhibitors who succeeded in
promoting the positive image of Karachi by effectively participating in this
important exhibition.
In the end, I would like to assure that KCCI, being the leading voice of the
business and industrial community of Karachi, will try its best to minimize the
grievances being faced by businessmen and industrialists by raising voice at all
available platforms against any anti-business step.
Sincerely Yours
Younus Muhammad Bashir

FEDERAL BUDGET & FINANCE BILL 2016-17

The meeting participants further noted that
various pressure groups have been able to obtain
or retain the concessionary regime through
intense lobbying prior to the budget. The Finance
Ministry and FBR have succumbed to the pressure
and therefore, failed to present a Budget in the
best national interest. Instead a significant amount
of revenue has been sacrificed.

powers and promote corruption as the IR Officials
may misuse this power to financially benefit by
arm-twisting and black mailing the buyers and
sellers of property. Instead of granting such
powers to officials, the government should
determine the realistic market value by raising it
three to five times of the current value assessed
by Collectors.

They further mentioned that no reduction has
been made in the rate of WHT of 6.5 percent on
Commercial importers of raw materials, which will
lead to misuse of exemption and most of the
commercial importers will now divert to import
under industrial category, resulting in loss of
revenue. In fact the government has only been
able to collect around Rs150 billion in WHT from
commercial importers at source.

In the Financial measures for Budget 2016-17, the
federal government has proposed to amend the
Sales Tax Act 1990, whereby the adjustment of
INPUT of Provincial Sales Tax on services will not
be allowed against the Output of Federal GST. The
implication of this measure is far reaching and
covers the broad spectrum of services. This is
tantamount to increase in costs and blockage of
working capital for the services industry including
Power, Utilities, Banking, Insurance, Security,
Catering, Travel agencies, and many other
segments. Such provisions are counter-productive
to business activities and will also burden the endconsumers. The provision should therefore be
restored to allow adjustment of Input of Provincial
GST on services against the Federal GST wherever
applicable.

They noted that against KCCI’s proposal, further
Tax of 2 percent on sales to unregistered persons
has been retained. There is no justification for
retaining this tax after collection of 3 percent
Value Addition Tax at Import stage.
They said that by virtue of retaining the exemption
on import of raw materials by industry and
subjecting it to 100 percent Audit, a floodgate of
corruption has been opened for field formation
and auditors. Instead a 2 percent WHT imposed
on import of raw materials by industry and subject
to adjustment would result in removal of disparity
and increase in revenue, they opined.
Referring to the amendment proposed through
Finance Bill 2016 in Section 68 of Income Tax
Ordinance 2001 about Fair Market Value, BMG
Leadership and KCCI Office Bearers stated that
now the officials of Inland Revenue (IR) have been
empowered to arbitrarily ascertain the market
value of properties and disregard the value
determined by provincial authorities.
They said that this particular amendment is a
glaring example of granting more discretionary

The importers of Dairy Products present at the
meeting expressed deep concern over imposition
of 25 percent Regulatory Duty on Powdered Milk
and Whey, which are essential consumer
products. Increase in cost of Milk and Whey
powder will directly impact the common man.
They feared that imposition of regulatory duty on
Powdered Milk and Whey would inflate the prices
of Fresh Milk, Tetra Pack Milk and Other Dairy
Based Products together with Confectioneries,
Sweets, Ice Cream & many other consumer
products. Heavy import taxes would also
encourage smuggling via Afghan Transit which
would cause losses to the national exchequer and
make it impossible for importers and traders to

Continued from page 3

carry on their businesses who are the main source
of supply to consumer markets.
The importers have therefore demanded the
immediate withdrawal of 25% regulatory duty in
the Finance Bill 2016-17 and retain the Exemption
Status of Powdered Milk & Whey from the Sales
Tax
Representatives of the Marble Trade pointed out
that Pakistan has been producing high quality of
Marble and fine quality of Gypsum. Marble
products and Gypsum products need incentives to
lower cost of production and increase exports.
Furnished Gypsum Products are importable at
6.25 percent Customs Duty whereas its raw
materials are importable at 20 percent Customs
Duty. Customs Duty on raw materials may be
reduced and Regulatory Duty may be imposed on
finished products. These anomalies may be
removed for survival of Gypsum Board Industry.
While imposing the Regulatory Duty of 25% on
MDF board to protect the domestic Industry, an
inadvertent error has been made and the HDF
(High Density Fiber Board) which is not
manufactured in Pakistan has also been subjected
to Regulatory duty. This anomaly has to be
rectified prior to approval of budgetary measures.
The meeting participants strongly felt that Export
Development Surcharge on export proceeds
increases the cost of exports which should be
withdrawn as other countries give incentives on
exports.
After lengthy deliberations with the stakeholders
of different sectors and noting their concerns,
Siraj Teli advised the office bearers to fully utilize
all available resources and every single platform to
bring these issues and anomalies to the notice of
decision makers in Islamabad with a view to get
them amicably resolved which would not only go
in favor of the country’s economy but will also
ensure an enabling business environment.
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